
Yachtcru, Vessel Management Solution





About Yachtcru
Yachting is about the people, not 

the paperwork.

That’s why we created Yachtcru.
Our goal is to stop the endless
grind of spreadsheets and make
time for the yacht and guests.

Yachtcru was developed and built
by yachting professionals with
over 20’s experience. We have
focused on simple implementation to 
minimising training requirements. At 
the same time giving crew the tools 
they need.





Yachtcru modules

Yacht Certificates

Support

Need a helping hand to get set up? We 

can onboard all your data for you.

Ensure compliance. Our system knows the 

certificates a yacht is required to hold, 

depending on her length, GT and planned 

cruising

Hours of Rest

Crew Certificates

Add a certificate to the requirements list 

and the system will track missing as well 

as expired documents.

Reports

We have made it easy to create detailed 

reports on almost any data in the system 

with just a few clicks

A simple but powerful tool for tracking 

hours of work. Add details for multiple 

days or from previously saved templates.

ISM Forms / Documents

An ISM compliance system, all wrapped up 

into a single app. Build for a yacht or a 

Fleet



Crew Module



Reduce your Admin Overhead

Share the workload

Set Required certificates by position

Track missing as well as expired 
documents

View the status of all ENG1’s on a 
single page

Receive 30/60/180 day alerts

Take the tedium out of tracking your yacht’s crew compliance. This module gives you a flexible tracking system with access for 

heads of department as well the crew members.

Each crew member can update their 
details

Notification for documents not 
checked by senior crew

Senior Crew and Management controls 
access levels

Seamlessly transfer crew between 
fleet yachts..

Crew & Reports Modules



Yacht Certificates



MY AMSUNG

Tracking Compliance

Alerts and Notifications

Set the vessels specification to ensure compliance

Centrally track expiring certificates

Senior crew can manage onboard access.

Archive expired certificates

Set the Alert period. Define how far in advance you wish to be notified.

Summary emails. Receive one email summary for all the alerts in the 
coming week.

Management can receive notifications when certificates have been 
uploaded by the yacht.

Generate vessel expiry reports

Vessel Certificates Module

Ensure vessel certificate compliance. Our certificate matrix tracks any 

requirements from Private / Commercial yachts, to Cargo ships and Passenger 

vessels, cruising both European and US waters.



Hours of Rest



Effortless Hours of Rest

Audit Trail

Intuitive design requires no training

Multiple day entries

Copy / Paste days or weeks 

In page alerts immediately show non compliance

Sign Off locks the records from editing

Digital signatures.

Comments summary view

Late record alert

Generates standard IMO Hour of Rest form

Download a months reports with a single click

Taking the pain out of hours of rest by enabling crew and officers 

to rapidly enter / monitor logged hours from any device or 

location.

Hours of Rest Module



ISM Forms



ISMO - Intergration

ISM - App

Forms and checklists

Audit Trail

ISMO’s ISM app meshes seamlessly with 
Yachtcru. Working together as a full ISM 
system, for individual yachts or for overseeing 
an entire fleet. Seamless ship to shore 
interaction with offline functionality ensures 
100% uptime.

Existing / approved forms can be uploaded. as 
well as any yacht’s specific procedures and 
checklists. Arrival / Departure Checklist, 
Permit to Work, Bunkering Checklist, etc.

Signed stamped and delivered. Every action 
states when and by whom the action was 
made. Ships stamp can also be added. The 
closed document becomes non-editable and 
can be emailed to multiple recipients.



Wins for Captains and 
Management

Wins for the Crew

Reduce admin time

Monitor compliance in real time

Simply access from any device

Set different access for each Module

Security, built for GDPR, all data encrypted

Only pay for the modules you require

Track your personal certificates

Effortlessly log Hours of Rest

Dedicated app for easy access



Contact information

WHATSAPP NUMBER

EMAIL ADDRESS

WEBSITE

ADDRESS

+44 7474 580035

info@yachtcru.com

www.yachtcru.com

1 Colleton Crescent, 

Exeter, Devon,  EX2 4DG, UK




